
Earth Science 
 

Folds, Faults, & Geologic Principles- Skeleton Notes 
 

__________  ________: a large volume of rock that is of the same type and age.   
Geologic Cross-sections: 
• _________________  __________  _____________  are images that depict vertical 

__________  of the Earth's crust. They are diagrams that show an interpretation of a 
_____________  ___________  of the Earth’s crust; the geology along a vertical plane 
in the Earth.   

• Also known as a profile, they show what the inside of the Earth would look like if we 
could __________ into it with a knife (this is sometimes referred to as “layer cake 
geology”).  

• The evidence to make a cross-section is obtained by geologic and geophysical 
techniques (excavation, core-drilling, remote sensing, 3-D seismic imaging, etc.) used 
to map surface geologic maps. 

• Sometimes ____________ _______________ such as weathering and erosion 
____________ geologic cross-sections; e.g. glaciers and rivers.  

 
Part 1- Folds vs. Faults 
 

Forces In The Earths Crust 
__________  : the thin outermost layer of the earth.   

• _________________ crust is relatively thick and mostly very old. 
• ____________  crust is relatively thin and is always geologically very young. 

 
o The continents we live on are parts of moving ____________.  
o Most of the action takes place where __________  __________  .  
o Plates may ____________  , pull __________  , or __________  past each other. 
o The plates are technically called ______________________  plates. 

 

Lithospheric Plates: 
• __________  very ______________  10-20 ______ per year 
• Stress and strain produced by moving plates builds up in the Earth's rocky crust, 

resulting in ______________________  ____________. 
 

Types of Forces: 
_______________  force- a force that tends to pull material apart 
____________________  force- a force that tends to push material together 
__________  force- a force that tends to make two masses of material slide past each other 
 

o Forces can cause the rocks in the earth’s crust to:  
• __________ 
• _____________  (break)  
• __________  along the fracture surfaces 
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____________: a fracture surface along which rock slips 
 

Hanging Wall & Foot Wall 
• ________  Wall: in this picture, the block farthest to the right (shaped like a foot)  
• __________ Wall: the block on the other side, resting or hanging on the footwall 

Fault Scarp: 
• The fault has ruptured the Earth surface 
• Fault-generated __________  is called a fault __________.   

 

Basic Types of Faults 
 

____________  Fault 
• Formed by ____________  forces 
• Rock above the fault plane slides down, relative to the rock below the fault plane 

 

______________  Fault 
• Formed by __________________  forces 
• Rock above the fault plane slides upward, relative to the rock below the fault 

plane 
 

____________ - ________  Fault 
• Formed by _________________  shear forces 
• Rock on either side of the fault plane slides past each other horizontally 
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o What type of fault is this? 
 
 
 
 
o What type of force causes this fault? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
o What type of fault is this? 
 
 
 
 
o What type of force causes this fault? 
 
 
 
 
 
o What type of fault is this? 
 
 
 
 
o What type of force causes this fault? 
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Fault Block Mountain 
Due to ______________  forces, the earth's crust __________  apart and _____________.  
As it breaks up into blocks or chunks, these blocks of rock move up or down, relative to 
each other forming fault block mountains.   
In the case of a ____________  ____________  _________________  , one foot wall 
develops with _________  ____________  faults, one on each side of the foot wall. Upon 
the ______________  , ________  _______________  walls _________  down either side.  
 

 

 
o What is the name of this 

landform? 
 
 
 
o What type of fault causes this? 
 
 
 
o What type of force causes these 

faults? 
 
 
 

 

Example- Wasatch Range, The Great Basin, Utah, USA: The north-south trending 
______________  Range extends throughout the center of _________. The western flank 
of the range is very steep and relatively straight, the result of displacement along the 
extensive and still-active Wasatch Fault. Summits along the crest of the range have 
elevations between 9,000 and 10,000 feet. The mountain-sized ____________  blocks of 
this region developed in a fairly orderly fashion, ________________  roughly at 
____________  ____________  to the _________________  direction of ____________  .  
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Horst and Graben  
____________ and ____________ refer to regions that lie ____________ normal faults 
and are either higher or lower than the area beyond the faults.  Horst and Graben (valley 
and range) refers to a type of landform created when the earth's crust is ____________ 
____________ (tension a.k.a extension).  
 
As the ____________  is ________________, ______________ faults develop and blocks 
of the crust drop down to form ______________, or _____________. The end result of 
this is a vast landscape of _________________ ______________  and _____________ 
(horsts). The western United States is an example of this, in the physiographic province 
known as the Basin and Range. 

o An example of a graben: paradox valley; Montrose County in southwest Colorado. 
 
Horst and Graben Example: Southern Basin and Range Province, USA   
Southern Basin and Range Province Horst and Graben Examples:   

• Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona; Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona; Chiricahua 
Mountains, Arizona & Northwest Mexico; Huachuca Mountains, ______________ 
& ____________ ____________. 

• Southern Sierra Nevada, California is a Horst and Graben fault block systems.  
• Antelope Valley, Northern Los Angeles County, California are Horst and Graben 

fault block systems.  
• The ____________ ____________in Jackson, Wyoming are a good example of 

fault block mountains. 
 

 

On the diagram above: 
o Label the Horsts and Grabens; 
o Identify the types of faults and label them; 
o Draw arrows to show the type of force causing this landform (tension or 

compression). 
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Rift Valley 
A _________ ______________is also a horst and graben system that ____________ 
________________ between several highlands or mountain ranges created by the action of 
a geologic rift or fault. A rift valley is usually formed on a _________________ plate 
boundary, a crustal extension (____________ force), a _______________ apart of the 
Earth’s crust.   
When the ________________ forces are strong enough to cause the plate to ___________ 
apart, a ____________ block __________ between the two blocks forming a graben.  

• One of the best-known examples of this process is the East ______________ Rift. 
 

 

 
o What is the name of this 

landform? 
 
 
 
o What type of fault causes this? 
 
 
 
o What type of force causes these 

faults? 
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Folds 
__________ are usually formed when rocks are squeezed together by 
__________________ forces. 
An excellent example of a folded mountain belt is the Atlas Mountain system of northwest 
Africa.  
 

Folding vs. Faulting 
__________________ and _______ determine whether the rock becomes a fold or a fault. 
• Rocks in the upper parts of the Earth’s crust have ____________ temperatures. 

• Tend to deform by ______________ to form ____________ 
• Rocks in lower parts of the Earth’s crust have ______________ temperatures. 

• Tend to ____________ by changing shape continuously to form __________ 
• If a ____________ builds up very ________ rocks are more likely to ___________. 
• If a ____________ builds up very ___________ the rock is more likely to 

____________ ___________without breaking. 
Types of Folds 

• Folds that are concave upward are called ________________. 
• Folds that are convex upward are called ________________. 

 

 

On the diagram above: 
o Label the synclines and anticlines; 
o Draw arrows to show the type of force causing this landform (tension or 

compression). 
Fold Mountains 
__________ ______________are the most common type of mountain. The world’s largest 
mountain ranges are fold mountains. These ranges were formed over millions of years.  
à Ex. The ______________ in North America 
 

Example of ________________ from folding:   
o I-70 rock-cut, _________ _________, Vail, CO 
o I-70 _________-________, Morrison, CO (Dakota Formation) 
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Part 2- Basic Geologic Principles 
 

Basic Geologic Principles 
• Principle of ________________________ 
• Principle of _____________  ______________________ 
• Principle of _____________ ___________________ 
• Principle of ____________________ ______________________ 

 

Principle of Superposition 
o _____________ sedimentary and volcanic rocks are _____________ on _____of 

______________ rocks.   
o The principle of superposition states that in an undisturbed layer of rock, the 

______________ rocks are on the ____________ and the rocks become 
progressively ______________ towards the ________. 

o Exception: overturned rock layers due to folding. 
 

Relative Dating 
Relative dating is used in geology to determine the ____________ of ____________and 
the relative ________ of __________ by examining their position in a _______________.   

o Example (Figure 1.): Rock unit ____ is younger than ____ and rock unit _____ is 
younger than ____ etc. 

 

	
																		Figure	1. 
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Principle of Original Horizontality 
____________________ and _______________ rocks are laid down in approximately 
______________________ ____________. 
This principle is important in the analysis of folded and tilted strata. 

o Example (Figure 1.): Rock units J, A, K, D, I, and C were originally laid down 
nearly and were later ____________ or ____________.  

Examples: 
• The Atlas Mountain system of northwest Africa. 
• The ____________ in Boulder, _________________ were originally laid down in 

flat horizontal layers as sediments from the ancestral Rocky Mountains were 
weathered and eroded, carried away by rivers and streams and deposited in along the 
shoreline of an ancient shallow sea during the cretaceous.  These 
_____________________rock units were later ___________ during the Laramide 
orogeny as the modern Rocky Mountains were formed. 

Principle of Lateral Continuity 
Sedimentary and volcanic rocks are _________ __________ in _____________ that are 
usually much ________________ in _____________ extent than in _________________.  

o Layers of ________________ initially extend laterally in all directions (laterally 
continuous).  

o Rocks that are otherwise similar, but are now _________________ by a valley or 
other erosion feature, can be assumed to be ________________ _______________. 

o Example: The sedimentary rock slabs at Red Rocks Amphitheatre were originally 
laid down in flat horizontal layers and were ________________ _______________. 
They were _________ ________ then worn down and ___________ apart by 
weathering and _____________.   

 

Principle of Crosscutting Relationships 
• If a rock unit or geologic feature ________ across another rock unit or geologic 

feature, it was formed ___________ in geologic time. 
• The principle of ___________________ __________________ states that a rock or 

fault is _______________ than any rock (or fault) through which it _________. 
• Igneous ________________: a formation that is the result of an event in which 

_____________ rock ____________ __________ pre-existing rock; the magma is 
said to have __________________. 

• Example (Figure 2): In a series of horizontal sedimentary beds, there is an igneous 
dike (labeled D), which _______ _______________ ___________ them. The dike is 
______________ than the sediment beds though which it ______________, as the 
beds would have had to be around __________ the dike could have ____________. 
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																		Figure	2. 

Unconformity 
• A layer of rock is a record of past events.  But most rock records are incomplete- 

there are ___________ ____________.  These gaps are called _________________.   
• Unconformities develop when agents of erosion ____________ existing rock layers.   
• They also form when a period of __________ ____________ without any new 

deposition occurring to form new layers of rock. 
• Example (Figure 3): There are 8 different rock layers seen in this exposure. Layers 

____-____ are _______________ while layers ____-____ are __________. The 
contact between the ___________________ layers and the lower ________ layers 
indicates an ___________________ where the lower, older layers got tilted, then 
____________ down to a _______________ surface, followed by ______________ 
of layers 1-3. Processes such a faulting, perhaps associated with mountain building, 
can create this kind of tilting and unconformity on Earth. 

	
									Figure	3. 


